
 

1.
  

 
Dear Gizem, 
1) Great to hear from you! So, you want to know 
about my favourite dish from my country.
 moqueca, it’s a traditional 

 Brazil. 
2) Moqueca is a spicy seafood dish with fish, onions, 
tomatoes, peppers, chillies, 

s very easy to make. We chop the 
 

ish and boil 
 

We usually serve this stew with rice. This is a very 
tasty dish. I hope you can try it one day! 

3) How about you! Do you have a favourite dish 
from your country? 
Write soon, 
Maria 

 

Read the email and match the paragraphs to the 
headings. 
 
..... closing remarks 
..... opening remarks and reason for writing 
..... description of how to make the dish  

A) 1 – 2 – 3                    

                  
B)

 3 – 1 – 2 

C) 2 – 1 – 3                 

                     
D)

 3 – 2 – 1 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 
3.                  How to make a French Toast? 
 
* ……., put the slices of bread in an oven or a toaster 
and turn it on. 
* ……. take out the slices of bread when it is red 
enough. 
* Next, spread butter or jam on the toast. You can 
also put some vegetable. 
* ……., close the toast. 
* ……., slice the toast in half and enjoy it. 

Choose the correct option to complete the recipe 

A)

 First-Then-Next-Finally-After that 

B) Finally-After that-Next-Then-First 

C) 

First-Then-Next-After that-Finally 

D) After that-First-Next-Then-Finally 

4.                     How to make Berry Muffins? 

Ingredients: 

- a glass of flour 

- a tablespoon of baking powder 

- a glass of sugar 

- two eggs 

- a teaspoon of salt 

- half a glass of yoghurt 

- three tablespoons of vegetable oil 

- a glass of fresh berries 
 

Process: 

- Pre-heat oven at 200°C. 

- Put the flour and baking powder  

in a mixing bowl. 

- Add the sugar and salt. 

- Mix the eggs, yoghurt and vegetable  

oil together. 

- Pour the wet ingredients into the dry 

ingredients. 

- Add the berries and mix it. 

- Put the mixture into muffin cups. 

- Bake for 25 minutes. Leave to cool. Serve 

warm. 

 Which question is NOT answered in the recipe?  

A) How much sugar do we add? 

B) How many minutes do we bake? 

C) How many muffins can you make? 

D) When should we leave to cool muffins? 
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2.   Sushi is a traditional dish in Japan. Today, it is 
possible to eat sushi everywhere in the world. You 
can also prepare it at home because it is very easy 
to make sushi.  

* Cover a bamboo mat with plastic wrap and put a 
sheet of dried seaweed on top of the mat.  
* Put sushi rice on the dried seaweed.  
* Spread sushi rice on top of the seaweed and press 
firmly.  
* Sprinkle salt over the sushi rice.  
* Place avocado and fish lengthwise on the 
seaweed.  
* Roll the plastic wrap forward.  
* Press the plastic wrap firmly with your hands and 
remove the rolled sushi.  
* Cut the sushi roll into pieces.  

  * Sushi is ready. Serve your sushi with tea. Enjoy it. 

Look at the underlined words in the text and find the 

sentence that has different meaning from these 

words. 

A) My sister’s favourite meal is hamburger. 

B) Add your favorite flavor like sliced strawberry or 

cherry into your ice cream. 

C) Drop a few pieces of bitter chocolate over a cake. 

D) We are going to search for a plant that grows in the 

sea on the internet. 
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Well, 
it is called dish and
 it’s very popular here in

garlic and herbs.
 It’ vegetables 
and fry them with garlic and herbs. Then we add 

the f everything slowly for about
 five minutes.



7.  Answer the question according to the recipe 

below. Kübra is baking a vegetable pizza today. Here 

is her recipe. 

* Cut the cabbage. Slice the carrot, tomato and 
pepper. Peel and chop the onion. 
* Put all the vegetables in a frying pan. 
* Put three tablespoons of oil. Add a little salt. Fry the 
vegetables for 10

-
15 minutes. 

* Put the fried vegetables on the pizza bread. Put the 
chopped cheese on the top of the fried vegetables. 
* Set the microwave for 5 minutes. Keep the pizza in it 
and take it out after 5 minutes. 
* Your delicious pizza is ready! Enjoy it. 

Which tool will NOT Kübra use while baking the 

vegetable pizza? 

A)                                                B) 

  

C)                                                 D) 

HOW TO MAKE A CAKE
Step 1 Pre-heat the oven to 180°C.

Step 2 Mix the eggs and sugar in a bowl.

Step 3 Add some oil, milk, flour and baking 
powder.

Step 4 Mix all the ingredients and pour the 
mixture into a pan.
Place it into the oven and bake it for 
about thirty minutes.

Step 6 Leave it to cool for ten minutes before 
serving.

We - - - - before we add the other ingredients.

A) bake it for thirty minutes
B) let it cool for ten minutes
C) pour the mixture into a pan
D) mix the eggs and sugar in a bowl

After we pour the mixture into a pan, 
we - - - - .

A) put it into the oven
B) mix all the ingredients
C) add some baking powder
D) take it out after 10 minutes

 Emel:  

She is crazy about drinking sour drinks like lemonade.

 
Which of the following has similar meaning with the 

sentence above?  

A) 

"  A dessert is the food I am in the mood for now".

 

B)  can’t stand eating sweet food, for example;  

baklava. 

C)  

D) She would like to have Urfa Kebab at the moment. Step 5

5.

6.

 8.Answer questions 5-6 according to the recipe below.

 

 

 

 

 

Put	the	flour	and	baking	powder	in a	mixing	bowl..
Mix	three	eggs	with	milk	in	another	bowl.
Pour	the	wet	ingredients	into	the	dry ingredients.
Add	sugar	and	a	little	salt.
Stir	them	well	and	then,	pre-heat

Put	some	of	the	mixture	in	the	pan and	fry	it.
Pancakes	are	ready. Serve	hot.

Process:

LET’S MAKE PANCAKES

“Pre-heat 	the 	pan 	for 	about 	2 	minutes.” 

A) 	 B)	

C)  D) 

 

You will have more delicious pancakes if you - - - -.

D)	 	

Enjoy	your	pancakes.
P.s.: Eat your pancakes with honey for better taste.

9.

 10.

Answer questions 9-10 according to the recipe below.

the	frying	pan
for	about	2	minutes.

* 
* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

*
 

* 

A)
B)
C)

have them with honey

stir the ingredients well

add a little salt

serve them cold

          YILMAZ TOT

English Language Teacher

She wants to eat a piece of mango cake right now.

She

Find the picture that shows the kitchen tool 
in the sentence above.
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